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SUCCESS
STORY-1
U N NA M ED B I G PHAR M A PR OJ EC T (2019)
Mission : leverage & target data out of multiple sources & make
it accessible from a unique access point
Use case : Biomedical data federation applied to functional
genomics & vaccine repurposing
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KICK-OFF

Quantity : maximizing value out of massive amount of data

OVERVIEW

was the main issue at stake
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Fragmentation : 79% of data were unreachable

We have managed to make all research and

Interoperability : atomized databases can’t communicate

development databases accessible through a

Leveraging : need of a unique access point

!

single access point within a 16-week deadline.
in the meantime, we saved the client an
equivalent of 33,3 years of full-time-equivalent
: approximatively 690k euros saved :
33,3 RESEARCHERS
virtually added to the
workforce

STATEMENT OF WORK
1- Analysis & evaluation

16 weeks end-to-end, with agile and inclusive methods
with parallelized workstream & co-building

400 SCIENTISTS
optimizing their
processes

1600 WORKERS
impacted in the
Business Unit

VERY FEW
decision makers to start
the PoC
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IMPLEMENTATION
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RESULTS
Achievements :
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4,2 times the volume of data rendered accessible

client spent mitigating with the said
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challenges : 138h per scientist, per

times the reach capacity, ergo, the ability to

target, extract and explore the newly accessible data.
The end user saved up to 276h/year, with an average of
138h/year. It is at least 1 month/scientist/year.
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The kick-off involved:

This pilote had
several angles of
approach :

implemented and
generate :

- Follow-up & team
naming

- Genomics

- first benefits

- Contratcs processing

- Transcriptomics
- Proteomics

- mapping of access
keyes

- Legal agreements

We spent the first week evaluating
the

COMPLETE DATA MIGRATION & BENEFITS EVALUATION
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2- Quality & data scaling assessment
3- AI Customization & Set-up

PILOTE

year was revealed as the low average.
ArcaScience AI was quickly tailored and
optimized to fit with clients expectations
and need for instant cost-killing solution.
Drilldown analysis was our final answer.

- Main objectives
recap
First tests and
training runs

- Metabolomics
integrated Method :
security and access
rules
respected
from the start.

ArcaScience AI

is

- full interoperability
data access plan
and data implementation plan dealt
for scaling.
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Data migration completed

10 times more data
reached

coherent benefits
with regards to
our pre-evaluation :

10 times and 4 times

- Medical Hypothesis enabled

more intern / public
data connected.
Access rate reach 4,1

- cross-querying

times more data

- 138h / year / end
user was the lowest
rate of time saved :
690k€ per year.

Diseases genetic indicators investigations
accelerated by 14%.

